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 Small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are crucial for econo-
mic growth and prosperity worldwide. They represent about 90% of 
global businesses and more than 50% of total employment. In the 
EU, they represent 99% of all businesses and more than 60% of the 
value added. However, several reports and surveys have revealed 
that SMEs face disadvantages in accessing finance, failures in com-
petition and excessive regulatory burdens relative to big companies.  

 
 Our 2019 SME Business Climate Index (SMEB) assesses the business 

environment for SMEs  in 13 selected economies. SMEB is based on 
six components: red tape, tax policy, labor market flexibility, finan-
cing, export opportunities and competition.  

 
 We find that it is the most favorable in Canada, followed by Hong 

Kong, the U.S., the Netherlands and Singapore. These five economies 
have in common a flexible labor market in terms of hiring and firing 
procedures and a low level of red tape. The top three also enjoy fa-
vorable tax policies and relatively good financing conditions.  

 
 The other eight economies are ranked as follows: Belgium, UK, Ger-

many, Poland, Ireland, France, Slovakia and Czechia. In the UK, Ger-
many and France, SMEs experience a below average business cli-
mate (within our sample). While in the UK and Germany, tax policy is 
the main constraint, in France, the lack of labor market flexibility, the 
lack of enough financial information on SMEs and red tape are the 
main drags.  
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The View  by Economic Research 

1 Gross European Commission (2018): SAFE report 2018; OECD (2018): Improving the business environment for SMEs through effective regulation; OECD (2019): Financing SMEs and Entrepreneurs 2019; WTO 
(2016): World Trade Report 2016 - Levelling the trading field for SMEs.  
2 Bibby Financial Services and Euler Hermes (2019): 2019 Global Business Monitor.  
3  A Z-score is a numerical measurement of a value's relationship to the mean (average) of a group of values, measured in terms of standard deviations from the mean. Z-scores may be positive or negative, with 
a positive value indicating the score is above the mean and a negative score indicating it is below the mean.  

Box 1:  Indicators of the SME Business Climate Index 

Red Tape 

 Regulatory quality – World Bank, Worldwide Governance Indicators 2019 

 Business freedom – Heritage Foundation, Index of Economic Freedom 2019 

 “Government policy relating to businesses in your country” (Favorable or Sometimes supportive) – Bibby Financial Services and Euler Hermes, 2019 Global Business Monitor 

 “Share of companies that chose government regulation and red tape as one of the most important challenges their company is facing” – Bibby Financial Services and Euler Hermes, 
2019 Global Business Monitor 

Tax Policy 

 Spread between base corporate tax rate and SME corporate tax rate – national sources 

 The level of SME corporate tax rate (same as base corporate tax rate if no specific SME rate exists) – national sources 

Labor Market Flexibility 

 Hiring and Firing Practices – World Economic Forum 2019 

 Human Development Index – United Nations 2018 

Financing 

 Getting credit – World Bank, Doing Business 2020 

 “Availability of finance in your country (Good or Excellent)” – Bibby Financial Services and Euler Hermes, 2019 Global Business Monitor 

 “Did you experience a loan rejection over past 12 months” – Bibby Financial Services and Euler Hermes, 2019 Global Business Monitor 

 Bank interest rates for loans to SMEs – national sources 

Export Opportunities 

 Trading Across Borders – World Bank, Doing Business 2020 

 Share of exporting SMEs in total SMEs – OECD, 2017 

Competition 
 Intensity of local competition – World Economic Forum 2019 

Small- and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) are crucial for economic growth 
and prosperity worldwide. They repre-
sent about 90% of businesses in the 
world and more than 50% of total em-
ployment. In the EU, they represent 99% 
of all businesses and more than 60% of 
the value added. Several reports and 
surveys have revealed that SMEs face 
disadvantages in accessing finance, 
failures in competition and excessive 
regulatory burdens relative to big com-
panies. An appealing company climate 
would diminish the effect of these bar-
riers and seek to provide companies of 
all sizes, sectors and legal types with a 
level playing field.  
To help SMEs better understand the 
business environment in their domestic 

markets or in potential export markets, 
our 2019 SME Business Climate Index 
(SMEB) assesses 13 selected economies 
(the U.S., Canada, Germany, France, the 
UK, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Poland, Czechia, Slovakia, Hong Kong 
and Singapore) to identify which one is 
the most attractive for SMEs. In the con-
text of a global economic slowdown, it 
also provides policy makers with a road-
map for how to improve the business 
climate for smaller companies. 
Our choice of indicators is based on the 
declared obstacles to business by SMEs 
from several surveys1, including the 
2019 Global Business Monitor con-
ducted by Euler Hermes and Bibby Fi-
nancial Services2. These surveys reveal 
that the main challenges for SMEs in-

clude administrative and regulatory 
burdens, access to finance, the availabi-
lity of skilled staff, (rising) costs (for la-
bor, regulation, taxes) and competition. 
Based on these factors, we create six 
components for the SMEB, namely red 
tape, tax policy, labor market flexibility, 
financing, export opportunities and 
competition. Each component of the 
SMEB is made up of one or several indi-
cators, each of which is scored indivi-
dually using the Z-score3 methodology. 
As a result, for each economy in the sur-
vey, the SMEB provides a score that is 
based on the six components and 15 
indicators (see Box 1). 

 WHY DO WE LOOK AT  
 THE BUSINESS CLIMATE FOR SMES?  

https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/32781
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/ministerial/documents/2018-SME-Ministerial-Conference-Parallel-Session-1.pdf
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/fin_sme_ent-2019-en/1/2/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/fin_sme_ent-2019-en&mimeType=text/html&_csp_=d95445dab35fcd2d4b065dd056316ffa&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/wtr16_e.htm
https://www.eulerhermes.com/en_global/economic-research/insights/2019-Global-Business-Monitor.html
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SMEs enjoy a very favorable business 
climate in Canada and a favorable one 
in Hong Kong, the U.S., the Netherlands 
and Singapore. These five economies 

have in common a flexible labor market 
in terms of hiring and firing procedures, a 
low level of red tape and, with the ex-
ception of Hong Kong, relatively good 

financing conditions. The top three also 
enjoy favorable tax policies.  

 WHERE DO SMES HAVE                                       
THE BEST BUSINESS CLIMATE?  

Figure 1a:  SMEB for 13 selected economies, including the contributions by components (from best to worst) 
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Sources: National sources, World Bank, Heritage Foundation, UN, OECD, WEF, Bibby Financial Services, Euler Hermes, Allianz Research  

Figure 1b:  SMEB for the 13 selected economies, including the rankings for sub-components  

Sources: National sources, World Bank, Heritage Foundation, UN, OECD, WEF, Bibby Financial Services, Euler Hermes, Allianz Research  

Country

Tax Policy
Export 

Opportunities
Financing Red Tape

Labor Market 

Flexibility
Competition SMEB

Canada 1 11 1 5 7 3 1

Hong Kong 4 7 8 2 1 9 2

United States 5 8 4 3 3 11 3

Netherlands 8 1 6 4 5 11 4

Singapore 9 10 7 1 2 8 5

Belgium 7 3 2 9 9 9 6

United Kingdom 10 12 5 7 6 5 7

Germany 12 4 3 8 4 13 8

Poland 2 2 9 12 12 7 9

Ireland 6 13 10 6 8 3 10

France 2 6 13 10 10 5 11

Slovakia 13 5 11 13 13 1 12

Czechia 10 9 12 11 11 2 13

Rank
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SMEs in Canada, the U.S. and the Neth-
erlands face comparatively less con-
straints 
 
We have also calculated an equivalent 
index for all companies in the selected 
economies in order to provide a compari-
son to the SMEB and to assess whether 
or not the business environment is equal 
for all companies regardless of their siz-
es.  
The comparison shows that the business 
climate in these economies is not always 

the same for SMEs and other companies. 
When comparing the rankings of the 13 
economies in the two indices, it turns out 
that SMEs in Canada, the U.S., the Neth-
erlands and Belgium face comparatively 
less constraints compared to an average 
company (see Figure 2). In Germany and 
France, SMEs also experience a better 
business climate compared to an aver-
age company but compared to the other 
economies in our sample, they are rela-
tively disadvantaged. In contrast, SMEs in 
the UK, Ireland, Poland, Slovakia and 

Czechia experience significantly higher 
constraints compared to an average 
company than elsewhere. 

The View  by Economic Research 

Sources: National sources, World Bank, Heritage Foundation, UN, OECD, WEF, Bibby Financial Services, Euler Hermes, Allianz Research  

Figure 2: SMEB ranking compared to overall companies business climate ranking (1 = best, 13 = worst)  
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Canada – Export opportunities need to 
be diversified 
Canada tops our SMEB ranking for 
2019. Among the positives for Canadian 
SMEs are corporate taxes: While the 
base rate of 28% is a bit higher than the 
average of 23% for the countries in this 
study, the rate on SMEs is only 9%, tied 
for the second lowest. And the differ-
ence of 19% between those rates is the 
highest among the economies studied, 
giving Canadian SMEs a distinct ad-
vantage over their larger counterparts. 
Financing is also a significant benefit for 
SMEs in Canada. The low interest rates 
provided by the Canada Small Business 
Financing Program, and other financing 
available from the Export Development 
Corporation (EDC), a government agen-
cy that helps promote exports, provide 
significant access to credit.  
However, trade is a challenging issue 
for Canadian SMEs. Over 30% of Cana-
da’s GDP is derived from exports, but 
approximately 80% of these exports 
goes to the U.S. alone. Therefore, Cana-
da’s export sector is heavily dependent 
on the health of one economy. Diversify-
ing into other export markets would be 
greatly beneficial, but this has proven 
difficult since so many supply chains 
have already been established between 
the U.S. and Canada. There is also a 
trade feud ongoing between the two 
countries, with some tit-for-tat tariffs – 

eliminating them would be greatly ben-
eficial to Canadian trade.  
Crude oil is a significant export, but get-
ting the oil out of the ground and into 
the hands of foreign consumers has 
proven difficult. A more reliable and 
comprehensive pipeline infrastructure 
would be most helpful. The recent for-
mation of the Comprehensive Economic 
and Trade Agreement (CETA) will open 
27 markets and over 500 million con-
sumers to Canadian exports through 
tariff-free trade, but it has yet to be fully 
ratified and implemented. When it is 
fully operational, it will provide a valua-
ble boost to exports.  
Hong Kong – Relatively high lending 
rates are the main issue for SMEs 
Among the economies in our sample, 
Hong Kong scores the second-highest in 
the SMEB. This is thanks to low red tape, 
strong labor market flexibility and a 
relatively favorable tax policy. In terms 
of red tape, Hong Kong ranks the sec-
ond best in our sample (after Singa-
pore), on the back of strong business 
freedom and high regulatory quality. In 
terms of labor market flexibility, Hong 
Kong presents the highest score in our 
sample. The tax policy is relatively fa-
vorable, with a basic corporate tax rate 
at 16.5% vs. 8.25% for SMEs. 
On the negative side, the financing and 
competition components weigh on the 
business environment for SMEs in Hong 

Kong. Looking more precisely at the 
financing component, Hong Kong ranks 
sixth worst in our sample. This is mainly 
due to a comparatively high lending 
rate for SMEs.  
Note that over the past month, policy 
efforts have already been made to sup-
port financial conditions for the real 
economy and SMEs. On 31 October, for 
the first time since 2008, HSBC and 
Standard Chartered lowered (by 
12.5bp) the prime lending rates they 
apply in Hong Kong. Policymakers are 
also targeting SMEs specifically: on 16 
October, the “Banking Sector SME 
Lending Coordination Mechanism”, es-
tablished by the Hong Kong Monetary 
Authority (the central bank), held its first 
meeting. An agreement was found be-
tween nine major banks in Hong Kong 
on measures to support SMEs. These 
include allowing SMEs facing difficulties 
to extend or reschedule repayments, 
supporting SMEs to meet the additional 
expenses arising from structural chal-
lenges brought by the U.S.-China trade 
tensions and keeping the terms of loans 
to the real estate sector unchanged 
(despite lower rents). 
 

 COUNTRY FOCUS:                                 
FROM BEST TO WORST  

14 November 2019 
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The View  by Economic Research 

U.S. – Competition is the single biggest 
obstacle for SMEs 
What’s most notable about the U.S.’ 
SMEB score is that the factor where it is 
tied for second “worst” is also thought to 
be the one of the most beneficial to the 
overall economy – competition. Compe-
tition is the hallmark of a capitalist sys-
tem, but it is a double-edged sword. It 
provides the best choices, and lowest 
prices, and is therefore greatly benefi-
cial to consumers, investors, and the 
economy as a whole. However, it also 
presents the biggest risk to SMEs, and is 
probably one of the chief contributors 
to high failure rates: one third of all 
business started will survive only two 
years, only half will survive five years 
and less than 20% will survive 10 years 
or more.  
A significant positive for SMEs, but also 
one which contributes to the low surviv-
al rate, is the relatively easy availability 
of credit. This is due to a combination of 
a large, multi-tiered financing system, 
and the competition in that system to 
provide loans. Lenders include large 
and small commercial banks, regional 
and community banks, savings and 
loans companies, credit unions and gov-
ernment programs, most notably the 
Small Business Administration (SBA). 
While the availability of credit makes it 
easy to start a business and maintain 
capital levels, the competition to pro-
vide loans also incentivizes lenders to 
extend credit to those SMEs which will 
not be able to pay it back, increasing 
the number of defaults. Of course, for 
SMEs, having credit widely available is 
preferable to not being able to take a 
risk.  
Labor market flexibility is also key to 
U.S. businesses. Most employees are “at-
will” employees, which means they can 
be hired or fired at the will of the em-
ployer. Hence, it is much less risky for a 
SME to hire someone in the U.S. than in 
other economies. In addition, many 
states now have “right-to-work” laws 
which prevent unions from forcing em-
ployees to join them, effectively weak-
ening labor unions and their accompa-
nying inflexibility.  
However, export opportunities are a 

weakness for U.S. SMEs. While the U.S. 
does have a government agency to pro-
mote exporters – the U.S. Commercial 
Service – it has had limited success. The 
more prominent government exporting 
agency is the Export Import Bank 
(EXIM), but it typically caters to larger 
companies and transactions. The recent 
trade disputes with China, and tit-for-tat 
tariffs with China and the EU, are clearly 
hurting SMEs. Signing a comprehensive 
trade deal with China, and eliminating 
as many tariffs as possible, would be 
the single biggest boost for SMEs in the 
U.S.  
The Netherlands – Best in class for 
SMEs in Europe 
The Netherlands ranks first in terms of 
the SME business climate among Euro-
pean countries, thanks to a high score in 
terms of export opportunities, low red 
tape, supportive financing conditions 
and labor market flexibility. On the ex-
port side, 9.2% of total SMEs are export-
ing, against 5.5% on average for peers. 
Trading across borders is very easy in 
terms of time (one hour) and docu-
ments. The cost of exporting is close to 0 
against more than 170 USD for ad-
vanced economies. In terms of financ-
ing, although SMEs in the Netherlands 
face a slightly higher cost compared to 
Germany or France (2.4% vs. 2.0% and 
1.6%, respectively), finance availability is 
considered to be excellent/good for 
40% of SMES and only 14% of SMEs 
registered a loan rejection in the past 
12 months (against 19% on average for 
peers).  
On the negative side there are two com-
ponents: competition and tax policy. 
Dutch companies would describe cor-
porate activity as intense (a score of 5.2 
over 7, which is considered extremely 
intense). This is similar to Germany, but 
higher than Belgium and France for 
example. In terms of tax, Dutch SMEs 
benefit from a special regime with a 
corporate tax at 20%, 5pp less than the 
base tax rate. However, the gap is 
smaller when compared to Belgium 
(9pp) or France (16pp), for example. 
Hence, reducing the corporate tax on 
SMEs further, as planned in the 2020 
Budget (to 15% in 2021), is a positive 

move as it would give 1pp of additional 
margin to Dutch SMEs.  
Singapore – Room to further improve 
SMEs’ conditions through tax policy. 
Business conditions for SMEs are rela-
tively favorable in Singapore – it ranks 
fifth in our sample of thirteen econo-
mies. This is mainly the result of low red 
tape and strong labor market flexibility. 
In terms of red tape, Singapore ranks as 
the best in our sample. Our 2019 Global 
Business Monitor SME survey echoes 
this result: close to 60% of respondents 
in Singapore reported that government 
policy relating to businesses is some-
times favorable, the highest ratio 
among the sample. Similarly, Singapore 
exhibited the lowest share of respond-
ents (16%) that chose government regu-
lation and red tape as the most im-
portant challenges their companies 
faced. Singapore also scored the sec-
ond highest in business freedom and 
regulatory quality in our sample (after 
Hong Kong).  
In the SMEB, a slight positive contributor 
to Singapore’s overall score is the fi-
nancing component. Singapore pre-
sents the highest lending rate for SMEs 
in our sample, and financial conditions 
are supported by a decent Getting 
Credit score and a relatively low loan 
rejection rate over the past 12 months 
(14% vs. 19% on average in our sample).  
Over the past few years, Singapore has 
made efforts to further improve its busi-
ness environment, with measures  to 
make exporting and importing easier 
(by improving infrastructure at the port), 
as well as starting a business and deal-
ing with construction permits. However, 
export opportunities are surprisingly the 
biggest negative contributor to Singa-
pore’s overall SMEB score, with the cost 
to export higher than the OECD high-
income average. The tax policy is anoth-
er factor weighing negatively on Singa-
pore’s SMEB, with SMEs there not bene-
fiting from a lower corporate tax rate 
(17% for all).  
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Belgium – The lack of labor flexibility 
remains an issue for SMEs 
Overall, the business climate in Belgium 
is supportive for SMEs, albeit to a lower 
extent than in the Netherlands, for 
example. Export opportunities contri-
bute positively to our index. Trading 
across borders is very easy in terms of 
time and documents. The cost of expor-
ting is close to 0 against more than 170 
USD for the advanced economies. The 
share of Belgian SMEs that are expor-
ters is rather high: 7.1% of total SMEs 
against 5.5% on average for peers. This 
could also be explained by the fact that 
Belgium has an export agency in all its 
three main regions. Financing is also 
positive for the SME business climate, 
thanks to a very low bank loan interest 
rates (+1.6%). 39% of SMEs said they 
have had excellent/good availability of 
financing over the past 12 months, 
while 20% (against 18% for peers) had a 
loan rejected over the past 12 months. 
Tax policies for SMEs are relatively neu-
tral within our sample of 13 economies 
but better compared to the overall com-
panies in Belgium. One positive is that 
Belgian SMEs have enjoyed a reduced 
corporate tax rate of 20% since 2018 
(vs. the normal rate of 29%). This gap 
boosts SME margins by around +2pp. 
Belgian SMEs already boast of higher 
margins compared to peers. In 2017, 
the EBITDA to turnover ratio stood at 
13%, +2pp above the European ave-
rage. This should alleviate the drag of 
rising input costs (e.g. rising wages, 
higher import prices). On the negative 
side, the corporate tax rate itself is high 

compared to peers (+5pp higher than 
France, for example).  
The drags for Belgian SMEs are red 
tape, labor market flexibility and com-
petition. On red tape, the indicators of 
regulatory quality and business 
freedom are below peers, while only 
31% of SMEs consider that government 
policy is favorable (against 35% on ave-
rage for peers). Additional public poli-
cies in favor of SMEs could help them 
increase in size. Like in France, labor 
market flexibility, i.e. procedures to hire 
or fire employees, is a constraint for 
SMEs in Belgium. On this specific point, 
Belgium could ease strict procedures 
and shorten the notice periods for dis-
missals. Reducing the number of collec-
tive bargaining agreements from three 
(national, sectoral and company level), 
while lowering labor taxes for SMEs 
which support employment, would be 
positives for future public policies.   
The UK – Exporting is too lengthy and 
expensive for SMEs 
Overall, the UK does not score very well 
on the SMEB compared to peers, ran-
king below the Netherlands, the U.S. 
and Belgium, despite several well-
known advantages such as low red 
tape, reasonable competition and high 
labor market flexibility.  
Financing is one positive factor for the 
SME business climate in the UK. While 
the bank loan interest rate remains 
above 3% (against 2% on average in the 
rest of Western Europe), the availability 
of finance is considered excellent/good 
by 24% of SMEs (against 30% on ave-
rage for peers) and only 9% of SMEs 
faced a loan rejection in the past 12 

months (against 19% on average for 
peers). In addition, the score for getting 
credit in the UK is one of the best in Eu-
rope.  
On the negative side, SMEs in the UK 
don’t face a competitive business envi-
ronment when it comes to export op-
portunities, which are impaired by the 
length of procedures. In total, more 
than 24 hours are needed for a com-
pany in the UK to complete all forms, 
while the total cost of exporting related 
to documentary and border compliance 
stands above USD300, against around 
USD170 in the advanced economies. 
Furthermore, despite what one might 
think, the tax policy for UK SMEs is not 
competitive either when compared to 
the 13 other economies in our sample. 
SMEs don’t benefit from a reduced cor-
porate tax rate in the UK. The overall 
rate should fall to 17% in 2021, but it 
would still remain above the current 
French current tax on SMEs of 15%.  
In relation to its peers, red tape and 
competition don’t appear to be a drag 
on the SME business climate in the UK. 
However, going forward, Brexit is likely 
to further damage the export opportu-
nities score on the back of higher pa-
perwork due to custom checks 
(probably by the end of 2021). Hence, 
an SME-oriented policy through specific 
administrative support in terms of cus-
tom checks brokers, for example, would 
be a plus. After all, UK companies ex-
port almost half of their goods and ser-
vices into the EU, and this is unlikely to 
reduce significantly in the next five 
years, even if other Free Trade Agree-
ments are signed (e.g. with the U.S., Ja-

14 November 2019 
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Germany – Strong competition weighs 
on the business climate for SMEs 
The overall business climate for German 
SMEs is below average in the group of 
13 selected economies for this analysis, 
pulled down in particular by a high level 
of competition and an unfavorable tax 
regime. While healthy competition is 
crucial in driving market efficiency, busi-
ness productivity, innovation and cus-
tomer-orientation, SMEs assess it as an 
obstacle for their business (for example 
with regard to finding customers and 
pricing power3). The average corporate 
tax rate is about 30% in Germany, 
among the highest in our sample (along 
with France, Belgium and Canada). But 
while those peers have a much lower 
tax rate for SMEs (between 9% and 
20%), the German government has an-
nounced only this year the plan to limit 
the tax level for SMEs to 25% of profits. 
Even taking this reduction into account, 
German SMEs remain left with the high-
est tax burden in our sample. Hence, tax 
policy provides considerable room for 
policymakers to improve doing business 
for SMEs. Furthermore, red tape is seen 
as burdensome by many SMEs and thus 
makes a small negative contribution to 
the SMEB for Germany. 
On a positive note, German SMEs face 
good financing conditions, thanks to 
low bank lending rates (2.0% on aver-
age) and a low rate of loan rejections 
(only 14% of SMEs have experienced 
this over the past 12 months). In part 
this is likely to be explained by the com-
prehensive system of cooperative and 
mutual savings banks which are fo-
cused on financing smaller companies. 
Export opportunities are also good in 
Germany, reflected in a 10.2% share of 
exporting SMEs in total SMEs (the high-
est share in our sample). Moreover and 
perhaps surprisingly, labor market flexi-
bility is a plus for German SMEs, thanks 
to the substantial reforms in this area 
over the past 15 years, as well as the 
generally high level of skilled staff in the 
country. However, the data probably do 
not reflect the lack of skilled employees 
in certain sectors such as engineering. 
 
 
 

France – Financial information remains 
the main problem  
For France our index shows that the 
main problem for SMEs is their access to 
credit. A lack of financial information is 
the main factor behind this, since credit 
bureau coverage is 0% in France com-
pared to an average level of 66.7% in 
the OECD (although credit registry cov-
erage is 47% of corporates in France, 
better than OECD’s 24.4% average). 
This explains the credit gap that French 
SMEs are facing: The loan rejection ra-
tio was 33% over the past 12 months 
(18% on average for the other econo-
mies) and a lower share of SMEs think 
finance availability is excellent/good 
(25% vs. 31% on average). If France 
could find a solution to this information 
issue, its global index score would con-
verge with the level observed in the UK. 
Red tape is the other main drag, since 
SMEs tend to suffer from a higher num-
ber of rules and a regulatory quality 
that is lower. It is true that French SMEs 
are exposed to longer-lasting insolven-
cies of bigger corporates (about two 
years are needed on average) and their 
ripple effects on smaller corporates. 
Moreover, Days Sales Outstanding (73 
days on average) are longer than what 
is written in the law (60 days), which 
means a lower effectiveness of the 
rules. On other aspects, it is interesting 
to see that France has made some pro-
gress: Reduced corporate tax rates for 
SMEs are among the main improve-
ments and the labor law implemented 
has also helped to improve labor mar-
ket flexibility, enhancing the competi-
tiveness of the French market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Poland, Czechia, Slovakia – SMEs are 
clearly disadvantaged 
In our sample of 13 economies, Poland, 
Slovakia and Czechia are among the 
weakest in the SMEB, ranking 10th, 12th 
and 13th, respectively. Clearly there is 
much room for improvement for policy-
makers. In Czechia, a low level of com-
petition is the only positive contribution 
to our index. Competition is also a posi-
tive in Slovakia, while neutral in Poland. 
The latter two countries face favorable 
export opportunities as trading across 
borders has been made very easy in 
terms of time and paperwork. Polish 
SMEs also enjoy a very low tax rate of 
9% (vs. 19% for large companies). In 
contrast, Czech and Slovak SMEs face 
the same tax rates as all other firms 
(19% and 21%, respectively).  
In all the three Central European econ-
omies, SMEs encounter a high level of 
red tape, labor market inflexibility and 
financing difficulties. The 2019 Global 
Business Monitor SME survey revealed 
that less than one fifth of the SMEs in 
this region assess government policy as 
favorable for them, while more than 
half of them see regulation as the most 
important challenge. That survey also 
showed that around one quarter of 
SMEs have experienced a loan rejection 
over the past 12 months (vs. 19% on 
average in our sample). Regarding la-
bor market flexibility, hiring and firing 
procedures in the three countries are 
among the most difficult in our sample, 
while skilled staff are less available 
than elsewhere. 

3 Gross European Commission (2019): Survey on the Access to Finance of Enterprises in the euro area – October 2018 to March 2019, p.15.  

The View  by Economic Research 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/accesstofinancesofenterprises/pdf/ecb.safe201905~082335a4d1.en.pdf?21fbb98129d402aca77b06389a57049a
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS 

The statements contained herein may include prospects, statements of future expectations and other forward -looking 

statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and 

uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward -

looking statements.  

Such deviations may arise due to, without limitation, (i) changes of the general economic conditions and competitive situa-

tion, particularly in the Allianz Group's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets (particularly  

market volatility, liquidity and credit events), (iii) frequency and severity of insured loss events, including from natural ca-

tastrophes, and the development of loss expenses, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi ) 

particularly in the banking business, the extent of credit defaults, (vii) interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rat es 

including the EUR/USD exchange rate, (ix) changes in laws and regulations, including tax regulations, (x) the impact of 

acquisitions, including related integration issues, and reorganization measures, and (xi) general competitive factors, in 

each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more 

pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences.  

NO DUTY TO UPDATE  

The company assumes no obligation to update any information or forward -looking statement contained herein, save for 

any information required to be disclosed by law.  

Director of Publications: Ludovic Subran, Chief Economist 
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